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Top 5 in each category 

Cost Reduction 

SN Name Suggestion Category 

1.  A K Lahoti 

Railway Schools no longer need to be continued as departmental enterprise. A society should be formed with 
full empowerment and the schools should be entrusted to them. School staff should be given handsome 
option of absorption in the society. This will free the railway from this peripheral activity and at the same 
time empower them for improvement 

Cost 
Reduction 

2.  rajesh jain 
like Income tax our booking of freight and parcel shall be IT based .even all ticket booking shall be 
outsource 

Cost 
Reduction 

3.  Anand Lokde 
Demurrage and wharfage wavial be linked online with FOIS and Edemand module. This will save crores as 
station outstanding will be reduced. Demurrage is paid after 1st facial which takes time some times month 

Cost 
Reduction 

4.  
Debaraj 
Panda 

Manpower cost including pension was 70% of gross revenue in 2017-18.It needs to be brought down to 
50%.Our workshops and PUs are highly overstaffed. With induction of modern technology (lab coaches 
etc) manpower requirement should have come down. We have to critically examine the need for POHs 
so frequently. 

Cost 
Reduction 

5.  
Ashish Singh 
Dir RB 

Why can't we dispense with Blankets in the AC sleeper class by increasing temperature and providing 
independent fans for each seat. This will save immense railway resources. It will give ease to passengers 
who always complain of excess or low cooling.. 

Cost 
Reduction 

 

Customer Satisfaction 

SN Name Suggestion Category 

1 KVRao 

Passenger Friendly action Plan implemented on SCR shared with all DRMs on IR 
i. Name main station building as Terminal -I and Off side station building as Terminal -2 (East, West, North or South) 
ii. Provision of Gate Numbers for easy guidance. 
iii. Directional boards at main &cross roads. Geotagging of services & amenities at stations for easy access to our 
passengers. 
iv. Nominated place for Luggage Porters at the entry of the stations n in circulating areas to enable passengers n 
divyangjans to locate them easily to carry their luggage. Traveller’s kits at stations for sale for use of passengers. These 
were acknowledged n appreciated n by all passengers, Railway security staff, press and electronic media.  

Customer 
Satisfaction 

 



Top 5 in each category 

Earning Enhancement 

SN Name Suggestion Category 

1.  
Sheikh 
Rahman 

For freight: 1) Reduce freight rates in line with road transport 2) De centralise pricing. Price of loading in NFR 
can't be same as that of Western Railway. 3) New products can be searched for freight. Fruits in Air conditioned 
deep fridge rakes amd many horticultural prpducts can be transported. 

Earning 
Enhancement 

2.  
Manoj 
Akhouri 
CAO PIS 

Review of RATING Policy of Freight Traffic. Our strategy for increasing IR’s share in commodities having Low 
density & high volume (manufactured goods) could addressed by having RATES based on AXLE LOADS. 

Earning 
Enhancement 

3.  
Sudhir 
kumar 
singh 

Terminal capacity can be increased...1. reducing of maintenance timing by adopting advance technologies. 2. 
Similarities of rolling stock , it will reduce shunting and inventory 3.train sets for intercity trains 4.changed in 
terminals shall be done by experts. All passenger trains shall be replaced by DEMU or EMU 5. At new terminal 
maintenance yard shall away from station and trains/rake shall be brought at platform after all necessary pre 
activities 

Earning 
Enhancement 

4.  
A k 
agarwal 
AMME 

Bed roll cost included in ticket is RS 25 per bedroll as per 15 year old circular . Actual cost is now 55 - 60 rs per 
bedroll .if you increase this element in the ticket it can give us 150 cr per year considering the requirement of 2 
lakh bedroll per day 

Earning 
Enhancement 

5.  
Tarun Jain 
CPTM 
NWR 

The train fare should be de linked from the traditional km basis criteria to sectorial basis ie if a train is traveling 
from Jaipur to Chennai then if the timings say from Jaipur to Bhopal are overnight and popular with public then 
the fare in this leg can be higher say by 10%. This will improve the earning potential of the trains 

Earning 
Enhancement 

 

 

  



Top 5 in each category 

Human Resource 

SN Name Suggestion Category 

1.  
Anshoo 
Pandey DGM 
NCR 

Why do we need to have a age restriction for becoming DRM? Moreover, DRM should not be a 
prerequisite to become GM. Thr present criterion which is purely based on age of entry needs to be 
revised. 

Human 
Resource 

2.  
Sasanka 
Sarmah, Dy. 
CPO/G/NFR 

1. The multiplicity of rectt. agencies viz. RRB, RRC etc. should be done away with, and one single 
specialised rectt. agency may be created which can cater to the manpower needs of not only Rly but 
other govt. Deptt/PSUs also. Our long years of experience and expertise offer us the advantage of being 
a nodal rectt. agency especially for technical manpower viz. JE, SSE etc. for many govt. deptt. Further, 
the huge rectt. database of candidates available with RRBs can be monetised with leading job portals 

Human 
Resource 

3.  
Kishore 
Kumar 

Intake of officers and supervisors at the entry level to be rationalised along the requirements of 
technology being and to be handled in future by Railways. 

Human 
Resource 

4.  
Ashesh 
Agrawal 

For rationalising manpower the best way would be to carry out a benchmarking exercise wherein 
manpower per unit workload MPR of similar activity centres is compared by some agency like Rites. 
During this exercise best practices in the activity centres which have best MPR should be identified and 
replicated all over Railways 

Human 
Resource 

5.  Sr DSO 

1. Yardsticks for number of Union branches and office bearers needs to be reviewed; Retired employees 
should not be part of unions.  
2. CG appointments should be curtailed; Wards of only those employees who have putin service of less 
than 20years should be made eligible for CG appointment. 

Human 
Resource 

 

Organisational Reform 

SN Name Suggestion Category 

1.  
Shyam 
sunder 
gupta 

We need to organise Railway Board top management not on departmental lines but on functional 
basis. In my opinion, CRB, Member ( Infrastructure), Member ( Business), Member( Operations) 

Organisational 
Reform 

2.  S K Jha Finance deptt to be made equally responsible for delay and non-delivery of project 
Organisational 
Reform 

3.  CMPENCR Division should be made cost centres and DRMs should monitor all expenditure and earning in the Divisions 
Organisational 
Reform 

4.  
Kishore 
Kumar 

Re-restructuring of cadre is required for more optimal use of Human Resources. Merge cadre above 
SAG. Post officers based on individual expertise. 

Organisational 
Reform 

5.  
ADRM-II/ 
MDU 

The TTE and AC manning staff may be merged. 
Organisational 
Reform 



Top 5 in each category 

System Improvement 

SN Name Suggestion Category 

1.  
A K Agarwal 
AMME 

RDSO type organisation in USA TTCI and RTRI in Japan are autonomous body. We must make RDSO as 
autonomous body control of railways. 

System Improvement 

2.  
Narendra A 
Patil 

All LHB stock needs to be permitted to run at 130kmph if the sectional speed is also 130 kmph ! Same 
stock in Rajdhani express is already running at 130kmph 

System Improvement 

3.  Babuvemala 

Instead of vertical bifurcation of departments, functional based merger shall be considered. In running of 
trains multiple departments are involved. TTEs, Electrical technicians, coach attendants, OBHS etc are 
available. With multi tasking and leverage of technology manpower can be reduced. In railways, manpower is 
high but working hands are of at max 30% only. Balance 70% staff are unproductive. The working staff are over 
burdened and non working staff are free birds. Holistic approach is required for station development on 
commercial lines. Our system of working need to change to encourage private participation. We need to 
change our working from expenditure based to outcome based. Budgets are ballooning to serve the self 
interests but not to cater for system improvements. Lot of infructous expenditure is happening. In all Tier I and 
Tier II cities, Railway station to be vertically developed as commercial hub.  
 
Where train operations are in restricted area and other area is of commercial open for public. Still we are in 
denial mode and trying to cover up inefficiencies with manipulation of data. In the era of IT, We are unable to 
give the correct train running information to the passengers. This is creating lot of inconvenience to the 
passengers. Also, online berth availability is not there, which is resulting in less occupancy. Rightsizing of 
manpower to be done. In most of the we sections we are having more than requirements. Regarding station 
development in big cities.  
 
First We need to develop the minor station's with private participation where commercial viability is there 
instead of concentrating on major stations. Development of Major stations requires lot of efforts, resources 
and difficulties. Minor stations in Tier I cities can be developed with minimum resources. For example in 
Chennai it is difficult to develop Chennai Central, Egmore. Where as it is easy to vertically develop 
Nungambakkam, chetpet etc minor stations where commercial viability is there and lot of commercial 
establishments are surrounded. 

System 
Improvement 

4.  
Rajeev 
Sharma 

Running of Time Tabled Freight Trains is most essential. In absence of time tabled movement plan, trains. 
System Improvement 

5.  Amit Kumar 
We shy have unified contracts for any stations their are large numbers of contracts for station which led to 
burden on establishment and contract management 

System Improvement 

 



Top 100 Suggestions in Parivartan Sangoshthi

SN Name Suggestion Category

1 Shyam sunder gupta
We need to organise Railway Board top management not on departmental lines but on functional basis. In my opinion, CRB, Member ( Infrastructure), Member ( Business), Member(

Operations)

Organisational Reform

2 A K Agarwal AMME RDSO type organisation in USA TTCI and RTRI in Japan are autonomous body. We must make RDSO as autonomous body control of railways. System Improvement

3 Sheikh Rahman
For freight: 1) Reduce freight rates in line with road transport 2) De centralise pricing. Price of loading in NFR can't be same as that of Western Railway. 3) New products can be searched for freight.

Fruits in Air conditioned deep fridge rakes amd many horticultural prpducts can be transported.

Earning Enhancement

4 Narendra A Patil All LHB stock needs to be permitted to run at 130kmph if the sectional speed is also 130 kmph ! Same stock in Rajdhani express is already running at 130kmph System Improvement

5 Babuvemala

.

Instead of vertical bifurcation of departments, functional based merger shall be considered. In running of trains multiple departments are involved. TTEs, Electrical technicians, coach attendants, OBHS etc 

are available. With multi tasking and leverage of technology manpower can be reduced. In railways, manpower is high but working hands are of at max 30% only. Balance 70% staff are unproductive. The 

working staff are over burdened and non working staff are free birds. Holistic approach is required for station development on commercial lines. Our system of working need to change to encourage private 

participation. We need to change our working from expenditure based to outcome based. Budgets are ballooning to serve the self interests but not to cater for system improvements. Lot of infructous 

expenditure is happening. In all Tier I and Tier II cities, Railway station to be vertically developed as commercial hub. 

Where train operations are in restricted area and other area is of commercial open for public. Still we are in denial mode and trying to cover up inefficiencies with manipulation of data. In the era of IT, We 

are unable to give the correct train running information to the passengers. This is creating lot of inconvenience to the passengers. Also, online berth availability is not there, which is resulting in less 

occupancy. Rightsizing of manpower to be done. In most of the we sections we are having more than requirements. Regarding station development in big cities. 

First We need to develop the minor station's with private participation where commercial viability is there instead of concentrating on major stations. Development of Major stations requires lot of efforts, 

resources and difficulties. Minor stations in Tier I cities can be developed with minimum resources. For example in Chennai it is difficult to develop Chennai Central, Egmore. Where as it is easy to vertically 

develop Nungambakkam, chetpet etc minor stations where commercial viability is there and lot of commercial establishments are surrounded.

System Improvement

6 A K Lahoti
Railway Schools no longer need to be continued as departmental enterprise. A society should be formed with full empowerment and the schools should be entrusted to them. School staff should be

given handsome option of absorption in the society. This will free the railway from this peripheral activity and at the same time empower them for improvement

Cost Reduction

7 rajesh jain like Income tax our booking of freight and parcel shall be IT based .even all ticket booking shall be outsource
Cost Reduction

8 Anand Lokde
Demurrage and wharfage wavial be linked online with FOIS and Edemand module. This will save crores as station outstanding will be reduced. Demurrage is paid after 1st facial which takes time

some times month

Cost Reduction

9 Rajeev Sharma Running of Time Tabled Freight Trains is most essential. In absence of time tabled movement plan, trains.
System Improvement

10 Debaraj Panda
Manpower cost including pension was 70% of gross revenue in 2017-18.It needs to be brought down to 50%.Our workshops and PUs are highly overstaffed. With induction of modern

technology (lab coaches etc) manpower requirement should have come down. We have to critically examine the need for POHs so frequently.

Cost Reduction

11
Anshoo Pandey 

DGM NCR
Why do we need to have a age restriction for becoming DRM? Moreover, DRM should not be a prerequisite to become GM. Thr present criterion which is purely based on age of entry needs to be

revised.

Human Resource

12
Sasanka Sarmah, Dy. 

CPO/G/NFR

1. The multiplicity of rectt. agencies viz. RRB, RRC etc. should be done away with, and one single specialised rectt. agency may be created which can cater to the manpower needs of not only Rly but

other govt. Deptt/PSUs also. Our long years of experience and expertise offer us the advantage of being a nodal rectt. agency especially for technical manpower viz. JE, SSE etc. for many govt.

deptt. Further, the huge rectt. database of candidates available with RRBs can be monetised with leading job portals

Human Resource

13 Amit Kumar We shy have unified contracts for any stations their are large numbers of contracts for station which led to burden on establishment and contract management System Improvement

14
Bhupender Singh 

Bodh
Fixed corridor block of 2/3 hour for integrated directed maintenance of all assets. In same corridor, infrastructure creation works should be taken up with proper planning atleast a week in advance.

This will improve speed of infrastructure creation, reduction in maintenance expenditure and much reduced manpower requirement.

System Improvement

15 Kishore Kumar Intake of officers and supervisors at the entry level to be rationalised along the requirements of technology being and to be handled in future by Railways. Human Resource

16 Ravindra Biradar
Nowadays, a lot of things can be purchased online where the margin of cost variation in good branded products is low. Many a times, due to the cumbersome procedure involved in procurement of

products, the money spent on the process to procure the products is more than the cost of item itself. There should be a certain amount of limit within which there shouldn't be any need to go to

accounts.

System Improvement

17
Ashok Kumar 

CMM/WR
Integrated Inventory Management for Stock as well as Non- Stock items to be followed with full audit trail. CRIS to develop this module.

System Improvement

18 S K Jha Finance deptt to be made equally responsible for delay and non-delivery of project

Organisational Reform

19 Ved Since operating ratio is matter of concern. Capital block in raising platform height for category D ,E station should immediately stopped System Improvement

20 Ashish Singh Dir RB
Why can't we dispense with Blankets in the AC sleeper class by increasing temperature and providing independent fans for each seat. This will save immense railway resources. It will give ease to

passengers who always complain of excess or low cooling..

Cost Reduction

21 CMPENCR Division should be made cost centres and DRMs should monitor all expenditure and earning in the Divisions Organisational Reform

22 Ashesh Agrawal
For rationalising manpower the best way would be to carry out a benchmarking exercise wherein manpower per unit workload MPR of similar activity centres is compared by some agency like Rites.

During this exercise best practices in the activity centres which have best MPR should be identified and replicated all over Railways

Human Resource



Top 100 Suggestions in Parivartan Sangoshthi

SN Name Suggestion Category

23
Manoj Akhouri CAO 

PIS
Review of RATING Policy of Freight Traffic. Our strategy for increasing IR’s share in commodities having Low density & high volume (manufactured goods) could addressed by having RATES based

on AXLE LOADS.

Earning Enhancement

24 Ashish Tiwari
Safety supervisors should not be office bearer of union. Rationalisation of number of Union offices and office bearers. We need to weed out all such activities which are an hindrance in satisfactory

service delivery which includes multiple non core activities.

System Improvement

25 Kishore Kumar Re-restructuring of cadre is required for more optimal use of Human Resources. Merge cadre above SAG. Post officers based on individual expertise. Organisational Reform

26 Arvind
Identify activities which Railways need not manage. Hospitals, Schools, printing presses wherever not required (like in big cities) can be discontinued and alternate system devised. Locations

where housing is essentially required should be identified and provided. Rest of the locations where staff quarters can be managed by hiring or by providing better HRA to be introduced.

Cost Reduction

27 A k Agarwal AMME For running loaded goods train @ 100 kmph double distance signalling is needed . I suggest double distant signalling should be a norms for all new line and gauge conversion System Improvement

28 Dayanand Review of concessions and stop Sr citizen concession at least in AC Cost Reduction

29 ADRM-II/ MDU The TTE and AC manning staff may be merged. Organisational Reform

30 RKGUDESHAR Expenditure for sake of publicity/flimsy nature should be stopped immediately. Such things are damaging the IR badly and eating up vital resources with no services actually rendered yo public
Cost Reduction

31 Babu vemala Holistic approach is required for station development on commercial lines. Our system of working need to change to encourage private participation. Organisational Reform

32 Babu vemala
We need to change our working from expenditure based to outcome based. Budgets are ballooning to serve the self interests but not to cater for system improvements. Lot of infructous expenditure

is happening .

Cost Reduction

33 R.Baskaran We should make all biometric systems installed functional. We are afraid of implementing in full. Let us become gutsy and do it. Organisational Reform

34 Amit Kumar Paperless correspondence in divisions shall be starte Cost Reduction

35 Kishan

Always one or other work goes on at a station, similarly at all other stations. One agency is making High level platform at station costing crores in single line section, other agency is executing

doubling and demolishing that platform and constructing new platform as per doubling yard requirement. In another example, One agency is excuting electrification work of single line section, other

agency is doing doubling work of same section, which need altogether different Electrification work. This, my suggestion is that there should be a road map to develop a station and all stations for

next 10-20years to avoid unnecessary expenditure on first constructing something then demolishing that.

Cost Reduction

36 Krishna Second, an internal mailing system is highly desirable. In corporate communications style. Why are we still relying on whatsapp and manual position sharing? System Improvement

37 Amit Kumar
All drawing approval shall be online, limited number of officers shall be part of drawing approval, at present their are more than 10 signatures on ESP, it is badly delaying finalization of ESP. We may

go for yard survey with consultancy,followed by decision by yard experts officer for decision remotely .

System Improvement

38 Shyam sunder gupta
Good sheds are big business centres where large revenue is generated and handle premium customers of the railways do not qualify for improvement under passenger amenities. We should modify

the Plan Head -53 as customer amenities head instead of passenger amenities head. Through this PH53, we can meaningfully improve goodsheds and invest available funds under this head.

System Improvement

39 Uday Kumar Bharti Retired employees should not hold trade Union office as they are not directly connected to our serving employees Organisational Reform

40 Amit Kumar Execution of electrification work on low traffic density route shall be stopped ,specially routes having only memu/demu service Cost Reduction

41 Sudhir kumar singh
Terminal capacity can be increased...1. reducing of maintenance timing by adopting advance technologies. 2. Similarities of rolling stock , it will reduce shunting and inventory 3.train sets for intercity

trains 4.changed in terminals shall be done by experts. All passenger trains shall be replaced by DEMU or EMU 5. At new terminal maintenance yard shall away from station and trains/rake shall be

brought at platform after all necessary pre activities

Earning Enhancement

42 Prakash Panda No. of on-boarding staff should be reduced and multitasking May be done.
Cost Reduction

43 Dy CSTE/ Project /SR Time is Opportunity, time is revenue, time is progression. So a legislative time maping for movement of proposals, plans etc for everyone who deals it. One way to quantify the performance. System Improvement

44

Vijay Kumar 

Choudhary, 

CSE/NFR:

Un-necessary expenditure for constructing the jumbo jet building at way side station to be discontinued instead minimum necessary essentially room’s such as RBG & Operating panel room to be

constructed. office room for each & every staffs of the station to be discontinued. 

Cost Reduction

45 A k agarwal AMME
Bed roll cost included in ticket is RS 25 per bedroll as per 15 year old circular . Actual cost is now 55 - 60 rs per bedroll .if you increase this element in the ticket it can give us 150 cr per year

considering the requirement of 2 lakh bedroll per day

Earning Enhancement

46 Ashish Tiwari We need to reduce on-board staff. World over multitasking staff are handling onboard activities. Cost Reduction

47 M.S.VELAN

A lot of valuable time energy being spent on making of various position statements. Standardardisation should be implemented after due discussion. The details should be directly entered by the field

units and at various hierarchy levels so that a predesigned auto generated position sheets are generated. A common web portal can deal this and the generated statements can be seen/ downloaded

at as per hierarchy level up Apex. All the real time capturing of timings and values should be enabled for real value inputs. This can save a lot of man power and also eliminate non standard

statements being introduced at time to time.

System Improvement

48
Tarun Jain CPTM 

NWR
The train fare should be de linked from the traditional km basis criteria to sectorial basis ie if a train is traveling from Jaipur to Chennai then if the timings say from Jaipur to Bhopal are overnight and

popular with public then the fare in this leg can be higher say by 10%. This will improve the earning potential of the trains

Earning Enhancement

49 rajesh jain
same thing should be there in our contract ....it is right time to adopt FIDIC condition of contract for more than 10 cr and we must use FIDIc yellow red and silver book .....we cant hv old way of

procurement

System Improvement

50 Sr DSO Hubballi All Railway School Should be immediately outsourcing initiated Cost Reduction



Top 100 Suggestions in Parivartan Sangoshthi

SN Name Suggestion Category

51 KVRao

Passenger Friendly action Plan implemented on SCR shared with all DRMs on IR

i. Name main station building as Terminal -I and Off side station building as Terminal -2 (East, West, North or South)

ii. Provision of Gate Numbers for easy guidance.

iii. Directional boards at main &cross roads. Geotagging of services & amenities at stations for easy access to our passengers.

iv. Nominated place for Luggage Porters at the entry of the stations n in circulating areas to enable passengers n divyangjans to locate them easily to carry their luggage. Traveller’s kits at stations for sale for 

use of passengers. These were acknowledged n appreciated n by all passengers, Railway security staff, press and electronic media. 

Customer Satisfaction

52 Sujit Unutilised facilities and facilities which are not utilised 24×7, of Railway Hospitals should be utilised through PPP Model. Cost Reduction

53
Bhupender Singh 

Bodh
Cost center based approach for main working units of Railways i.e. divisions.

System Improvement

54 Rajneesh Tomar Instead of talking about cadre we should focus on re-engineering the organisation. Other things will fall in place. Organisational Reform

55 Om Mehra
For convince and popularity of unreserved mobile ticketing, large sized QR code can be put on station building visible from circulating area, so that ticket can be purchased from anywhere from

circulating area itself, withoust need of visiting to specific counter/poster

System Improvement

56 Sr DSO Hubball Every loco energy effecincy should be got certified by independent professional agency, low effecincy loco should be taken out from fleete immediately System Improvement

57 Sr DSO
1. Yardsticks for number of Union branches and office bearers needs to be reviewed; Retired employees should not be part of unions. 

2. CG appointments should be curtailed; Wards of only those employees who have putin service of less than 20years should be made eligible for CG appointment.

Human Resource

58 Alok Tiwari
Railway should adopt precast construction technology for best quality and timely construction of infrastructure assets. We should standardize our civil structure drawings and throw open to market

for development of construction industry which will benefit IR a lot in terms of quality and fast pace construction.

System Improvement

59 Arvind
Since so many executive deptt officers are feeling that getting Finance vetting slows down the working, some simplification of existing concurrence procedure needs to be looked at. The executive

should be provided with a budget with no scope to exceed the budget. Special checks by Finance by engaging specialised technical experts can be introduced to keep a check on infructuous expenses

and to assess the alternates available for that expense.

System Improvement

60 Amit Kumar Minimum qualification for recruitment of clerical staff through RRB shall be reviewed, knowledge of computers and English shall be must. Human Resource

61 Ravindra Biradar
Routes with heavy goods traffic should be outsourced completely by auctioning at rates higher than what revenue is being received now. This can be done on a pilot basis so that the best practices

of maintenance by private entity can be examined and adopted.

System Improvement

62
K V RAMANA, 

Sr.DCM/MGP
Like various rebates available in freight marketing, in parcel business also rebate system shd be introduced. Bench mark shd be fixed on individual merchant basis above which if he will give traffic,

some bonus like rebate shd be introduced. This will encourage small parcel merchants and parcel traffic can be enhanced

Earning Enhancement

63 U K Bal

There are two financial aspects of any business. One is earning and another is expenditure. Ratio of these two is operating ratio. So, operating ratio can be improved either by increasing 

earnings or by reducing expenditures. While increasing earnings is of paramount importance, reducing expenditures is also equally important. Reducing staff cost and pensionary benefits is a 

continuous process. However following two methods of expenditures control need serious thought: 

i. There are many projects in Railway where implementation is badly delayed because of no proper survey/ planning is done from feasibility point of view. After halfway through 

implementation, it is realized that project cannot be completed due to some issues like non-availability of space, land etc. This causes huge amount of money stuck in projects which are not 

likely to be completed. 

ii. In Railway, we create too many kinds of assets, whether Wagons, locos, coaches or any other class of assets. These increases the necessity of many kinds of spare parts blocking huge 

money. While nobody opposes upgradation of technology, but there is necessity to put serious thought process......how many classes of assets we should introduce. There are many projects 

in Railway like yard remodelling, doubling etc which get stuck after halfway through execution incurring huge expenditure and uncertainty about completion of the work. Before incurring 

any expenditure, proper assessment should be done whether it is feasible to complete the work or not. This will save lot of money for Railway.

Cost Reduction

64 Ashesh Agrawal We should plan for more express trains with standard composition and have a rake of ready spare coaches for working trains which come late
System Improvement

65
DR BISHNU.PRASAD 

NANDA/PCMD/SR
Modern treatment technique, like LASIK for vision correction should be accepted as vision defect is not a disease.

System Improvement

66 Sunil Singh PRO WR
We do not have a strong Brand IR, what we have is individual brands like Western Railway, Eastern Railway etc. For public dealing, publicity, naming of trains and stations, etc. we should do away

with Zonal Railway Name. We should use only Indian Railways. Even on letter heads and visiting cards, stationery we should use only Indian Railways. If required below IR we can write Western

Zone etc. For operation purpose the division may exist.

Organisational Reform

67 Gaurav
For all passenger complaints there should be one common number. The calls should land in call centre outsourced to professionals. They will provide a better customer experience and faster

resolution. Preseelntly there are multiple helplines and are departmentally managed.

System Improvement

68 Rahul
All mail express trains having average speed from 50 kms per hour to 54.99 kms per hour and having enough traffic allowances and engineering allowances may be examined immediately for

conversion on superfast trains by enhancing the average speed to more than 55 kms.

Earning Enhancement

69 Yadvendu PUNCTUALITY: Loss of train punctuality on interchange points due to divisional or zonal allegiance needs to be stopped with a sledge hamme System Improvement

70
Priamvada 

Viswanathan
If NFR has to be successful in generating revenue, apart from giving powers to the DRMs , we need to also free them from the burden of multiple policies.. as these policies, from every department

tend to prove to be obstacles

Earning Enhancement

71 H K Raghu
Excess land available with Railways is to be used for solar power generation, having tie up with the firms in power generation for lighting up the nearby villages, this will reduce the power demands

from main grid. It will be inline with the PMs vision for lighting up each and every house in village.

Cost Reduction

72
Mukesh Kumar 

Gupta AM/Works
Goods shed area should be given to PVT operators and aggregators for handling all kind of consignments on revenue sharing basis.

Earning Enhancement



Top 100 Suggestions in Parivartan Sangoshthi
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73 Ayush Provision of LP/ALP boxes should be eliminated. Instead one tool box may be fixed in loco by loco she'd. This will save time and money for loading unloading of such boxes Mayank
System Improvement

74 Rajput
Minimum and maximum qualification to be specified for every post, like for group D in Railways min. Qualification should be 10th pass and max should be 12th or ITI. While promoting to fitter

category from group D min qualification should be ITI, without ITI he should not be promoted. Likewise from fitter to JE promotion he should have min qualification Diploma and this qualification to

be valid upyogi SSE only. For group B exam supervisors must have min qualification graduate/ Engg graduate then only he should be eligible

Human Resource

75 Ashish Singh Dir RB Pantry car is provided in trains. We must see how much revenue is foregone due to this. May be we can serve passengers with better food at cheaper cost if a car is not especially for pantry
System Improvement

76
Ajay Tamrakar Sr. 

DME/BPL
CLIs are very important cadre for train operations and ensuring safety. However, at present, they are not given any office/cab for their works. CLI's should also be well equipped with GPS enabled

tablets as to access soft copies of digital files of instructions, manuals, etc. and to ensure their effectiveness. With little inputs and monitoring, they can contribute more to railway working.

System Improvement

77 Rajneesh Srivastava
The management of rest houses should be looked after by officer handling NFR earnings. He should engage start ups like Oyo rooms, Treebo, Goibibo etc to make our rest houses like hotels. These

agencies can use the spare capacity to common public and give rooms to officers on demand. This will save hundreds of crores of revenue and will earn non fare revenue for us.

Earning Enhancement

78
Chandrasekhar S. 

DFM/HUBLI

Catch siding is the concept of yester years to catch a run away train, when steam engines were existing in the system. Now even after locos are designed with wonderful braking system with

Automatic Braking devices, in the ghat sections the rule is not relaxed, which is becoming a block for not allowing the train to be allowed to run without stoppage at the mid way station, thereby the

trains come from the opposite directions is not allowed till the UP trains reaches the other end, where the stations have the normal station working

System Improvement

79
Sanjeev kumar lohia, 

MD IRSDC
All forms of travelling authorities to be made machine readable

System Improvement

80 DSTE TPJ Apar for group C staff should be done via sparrow Human Resource

81 Pranav Jyoti Sharma
Expenditure control is something we should consider immediately. Surplus ministerial and office staff who deal only a single file a day or do not even put up a single note a day should all be

redeployed to activities like ticket checking where we have a deficit of TTEs now.

Cost Reduction

82 DY COM /SECR
PATH AUCTIONING - some paths of freight and passenger services should be auctioned (like in case of telecom sector). Private players can bid for premium /non-premium paths. They would have

their own revenue model but operations would remain with the Railways

System Improvement

83
Uday Borwanker, 

DRM BPL
Alongwith vendor approval, we need to simplify the inspection procedures too. They are very time consuming and do not necessarily ensure good quality.

System Improvement

84
Avadhesh Trivedi Dy 

COM/SECR
There are numerous location where third line fourth line projects have been taken up in bits and pieces and bottlenecks are continuing for years...so projects must be taken in that order of merit and

not to show percentage progress.

System Improvement

85 Sachin Shukla
3. » Strict penal action should be implemented for littering, ticketless travel and other illegal acts in Railway premises. This will help in maintaining cleanliness and showcasing our stations &

premises as islands of success.

System Improvement

86 Anand mohan
Every A1 station must have an all segment hotel and shopping complex/ mall constructed on non used land. Land will be of Railways, construction and operation to be done by Private player.

Revenue sharing in the tune of 50:50 may be done. This will bring huge NFR.

Earning Enhancement

87 rajesh jain process of oscillation trials and process of one time movement for new stock shall be on line and joint safety certificate shall be on line and time bound manner System Improvement

88 Shivendra Mohan recent increase in penalties in MV Act gives good opportunity to IR to do the same in our areas System Improvement

89 A k Agarwal AMME
There is need to create a separate housekeeping corporation to take care of non CEE activities of railways . This corporation can also venture in housekeeping works of airport & corporates & can

generate profit from there to subsidise cost for railways

Cost Reduction

90 Anil Kumar
Due to improved technology in traction and braking, Review of definition of Ghat section and steep gradient is required to improve operational efficiency in Steep gradient sections subject to

technical trails by RDSO. I am willing to join such redefinition and trail.

System Improvement

91 Yadvendu

Most of the RDSO specifications are restrictive with a clear aim facilitate certain vendors and minimize competition. RDSO has no business to prepares specification for Category I(Common Use, No 

specialized machinery) items where generic specifications are available and also to approve vendors for this category. Eg. Rexine for coach berths, PVC for coaches, bushes, Compreg (Plywood), DBTF 

(Cushion material), Coach Curtains etc. Further, for critical issues like coach camber or new design of Headstock for Coaches etc., RDSO’s silence becomes deafening. Implementing this can save a good 

amount of IR precious resources. 

SG to HOG conversion needs to be fast tracked (Targeted) for increased carrying capacity of passengers, reduction in infructuous hauling of power cars, elimination of Alternators, batteries and plethora of 

other equipment.

System Improvement

92 Alok Sahay Freight EMU can be employed fruitfully for fast cross country delivery of perishables like green vegetales/ dairy / fruit Earning Enhancement

93 R Saini There should be one ministry for transport. Civil aviation, MORTH can be merged with Railway for integrated transport solutions for the country. Organisational Reform

94 Prekash Kumar. P Monthly Season ticket validity may be reduced to 28 days, thereby it will become 13 MSTs an year instead of 12 MSTs. ie 28 days x 13=364 days. Earning Enhancement

95 Saravanan. S
MPs can be asked to sponsor certain percentage of cost of stoppage for a period of 6 months and if unviable same can be reviewed. If MP/MLA wants to continue the stoppage it can be funded upto

75%

Cost Reduction

96 Vikrant Make rolling stock as PSU put operating, S&T under Engineering. No space for generalists in technical organization. Look at Lohani sir a bright light for India. Railways will shine. Organisational Reform

97 Sr DSO Hubballi What is the need to provide BSNL landline phone at offices and residences??? Cost Reduction

98
Raghu/ Railway 

officer
@ honourable MR...pls privatise Workshops and maintenance work in Railway. This will save a lot.

Cost Reduction

99 Akhilesh Choubey Level crossing gate having lesser traffic can be operated remotely by means of IOT and CCTV camera. Lot of gatemen can spared and may be utilised elsewhere. System Improvement

100 Harish Bhatt
Every Division is going for estimation, tendering and contract with OEM for items specified by competent authority, which is time consuming task as well as rate variations is huge. There should be

contract from Boards only.

System Improvement


